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◻ (1) 1.5 inch black 3-ring binder, Avery 
◻ (1) 1 inch binder white 3-ring binder, Avery 
◻ (4) Binder dividers with pockets, Avery 
◻ (2) marble college ruled composition books, black and red (one for Science and one 
for Math), Mead 
◻ (1) .5 inch, white 3-ring binder  
◻ (200) Ruled 3x5 index cards - to be used for Latin, Oxford 
◻ (1) 1 inch, dark blue 3-ring binder - to be used for Latin, Avery 
◻ (1) Metal insulated water bottle (labeled with student’s name) 
◻ (1) Lunch box (labeled with student’s name) 
◻ (1) Sturdy canvas zipper pencil bag (labeled with student’s name)Mr. Pen or Advantus 
◻ (1) 12-pack of Crayola twistable colored pencils 
◻ (3) Pentel Hi-Polymer erasers 
◻ (20) Refillable mechanical pencils and 3 lead refill packs (labeled with student’s  
name), Bic 
◻ Non-gel yellow highlighters/pen or pocket style for smaller size (labeled with 

student’s name) Sharpie 
◻ (1) Pair of 8 inch scissors (labeled with student’s name) Fiskars 
◻ (8)  Red marking pens Bic 
◻ (1) 4 pack Fine Tip Expo markers, red, black, green, blue 
 
Community Use (do not label following items) 
◻ (6) Elmer’s glue sticks (no color and no repositionable) Link here. 
◻ (1) Pack of college ruled notebook paper (150-175 sheets per pack) 
 
Students must wear non-scuffing athletic shoes on PE day(s).  Students may wear these 
shoes to school. If shoes other than non-scuffing athletic shoes are worn, students must 
have a pair of non-scuffing athletic shoes for PE on those days to switch to. 
 
● No rolling backpacks due to limited space in cubbies 
 
Please bring school supplies to the classroom on Meet The Teacher Day, Monday, August 
15th. 
 
Please feel free to use items from last year that remain in good condition. 
 

●  In lockers, no shelves, mirrors, magnetic, etc. allowed 


